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Hong Kong Tailors Association
Hong Kong Tailors Association is a non-profit making association, founded in 1935. It was 
formerly known as "The Hong Kong and Kowloon European Dress Merchants Association" 
which is the oldest and largest chambers in bespoke tailoring industry in Hong Kong. 

Our members are formed by Hong Kong bespoke tailoring companies, employees of Hong 
Kong bespoke industry and the companies of bespoke tailoring related industries such as fabric 
or accessories.

We play an important role in developing the bespoke industry in Hong Kong and 
strengthening relationships of the tailoring industry among Hong Kong, Asia and worldwise. 
We offer an information exchange platform to overseas customers in order to provide 
information, promote cooperation between two sides and explore business opportunities. 

Tel : (852) 2573 3371
E-mail : info@hktahk.com
Address : Flat D, 9th Floor, Tung Hing Building, 129-135 Johnston Road, 
              Wanchai, Hong Kong
Website : www.hktahk.com 

Disclaimer
Any opinions, findings, conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material/event (or 
by members of the Project team) do not reflect the views of the Government of the Hong Kong 
Special Administrative Region, Trade and Industry Department or the Vetting Committee of the 
SME Development Fund and the Dedicated Fund on Branding, Upgrading and Domestic Sales 
(Organization Support Program).

Periodical information is for reference only. Publisher made an effort for the content accuracy; 
however, neither the publisher nor the relevant institution shall be liable for the negligence 
information provided
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Online Platform of Hong Kong Tailoring
From this online platform, consumers can find a tailoring shop with suitable 
budget, location and style for direct contact. 

Project Website of Hong Kong Tailoring
Through this website, tailoring members can get activity information 
provided by SME Development Fund of Trade and Industry Department -, 
in related to competitive improvement, professional imaging knowledge 
and experience.
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With its fine handcraft, reasonable price, high quality and excellent 
service, Hong Kong tailoring follows its fine traditions and enjoys a 
good reputation in the world. Many world leaders and celebrities 
order bespoke tailoring suits during their visit to Hong Kong, which 
suffices to prove that Hong Kong tailoring is recognized by the 
world. We hope to promote the development of Hong Kong 
tailoring and attract more young people to join the tailoring. 

By courtesy of the SME fund of the Trade and Industry Department, a series of activities for skills 
improving and marketing has been hosted, including Online Platform of Hong Kong Tailoring, 
workshops of tailoring, the publication of Guidebook for Hong Kong Tailoring and the 
experience shared by insiders and peers.

To cope with the changing market environment and enhance the service standard of the 
tailoring industry, we hope to share with the industry the knowledge of customer service and 
enhance professional operation management through the “Guidebook for Hong Kong 
Bespoke Tailoring Industry”.  With a view to providing tailor shops with “high-quality customer 
service”, “how to handle customer complaints correctly and effectively” and “effective 
operation management”, we will work together through case study and best practice sharing, 
the tailoring shop can be inspired and continuously improve the service level and enhance the 
competitiveness of the industry. 

We will continue to strengthen our co-operation with the government to secure more resources 
and funding for the industry. We hope to help members to open up overseas markets, to 
promote and attract new labor force to join the industry. 

We hope all of you will continue to support Hong Kong bespoke tailoring industry! 

Let’s keep our good work and creating a better future together!

Hong Kong Tailors Association Chairman
Mr. Andy Chan Lap Ip

Intro
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Customer service can be defined as a series of activities designed to increase customer 
satisfaction. The aim is to meet the expectations of customers in both finished products and 
services. From the customers walk into the shop till they leave, the sales personnel of stores shall 
provide customers with product description, advice and problems solving and customer 
complaints, etc., are the scope of customer service. 

It is widely believed that most customers only focus on the attitude of the sales personnel. In fact, 
the quality of finished products and services are just one of the basic values. What matters most 
is the total customer experience - one-stop service experience provided by the store. That is the 
ability to provide a good shopping experience, maintaining a good and long-term customer 
relationship are key to business success. Therefore, providing customers with high-quality 
customer experience can retain customers loyalty.  

What is the High-quality Customer Service?

Section One : Definition of High-quality Customer Service
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The reason why the “customer experience” has become increasingly important in recent years 
is that the feelings from customers in the process of purchasing products and services received 
will directly influence their decision to purchase again, which in turn affects the business sales 
performance.

What is Customer Experience?
From the entire purchase process perspective, customer experience is so-called "customer 
journey". Tailor shops must first consider "customer needs" as the core of the journey, be able 
to articulate and understand the feelings, thoughts and behavior of the target customer, and 
determine that the needs of the customer can be met in all aspects.  If the interaction between 
the tailor shops and customers is smooth throught the entire transaction, this will increase 
customer satisfaction and promote loyalty, thereby increasing turnover. To achieve this, journey 
design is the key.

Customer Experience Journey
The so-called “customer experience journey refers to a series of interactions between the 
customers and the tailor’s shops before (consideration and evaluation), during (purchasing) and 
after (usage and evaluation) the purchase of the finished products or services, which is the 
complete shopping experience process from the beginning til the end.

Customer Experience Journey Map
Customer experience journey map is a tool for 
visually presenting the process that the tailoring 
shop shall go through in order to achieve the 
designated goal. By creating the journey map, the 
feelings, thoughts and behaviors of target customers 
at a specific time can be better understood, and the 
evolution process can be recognized, finding the 
painful stages of customers and the service level of 
each stage can be defined meticulously, so that 
customers can be served with satisfaction in the 
whole shopping process.

Section Two : Knowing the Process of Customer Experience
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What is the High-quality Customer Service?

Service is experience but experience is a journey, and journey 
must be designed.
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Why is the customer experience journey map necessary?
．Changing the focus of the tailoring shop and rethinking
Customer journey map helps the tailoring shop focusing on the information that the tailoring 
shop easily neglected in the process of making decisions from the perspective of customers' 
thoughts, behaviors and feelings.

．Tailoring shop can carry out effective management and improve service quality
By means of contacting with customers, the customers' requirements for finished products or 
services can be understood, so as to work out an unified service level. After creating the 
customer experience journey map, the tailoring shop can strengthen the supervision of 
finished products or service standards and conduct the internal or customer evaluation on 
each stages. In this way, the customer experience and the image of the tailoring shop can 
be improved.

．Conducting more effective communication
Because customer experience journey map is presented visually, the information can be 
delivered more effectively and showed in a simpler and easier way; employees can have a 

common understanding of the services to 
be provided. Besides, communication in 
the service process becomes more 
efficient, which can avoid unnecessary 
misunderstandings.

．Focus on target customer group
Customer experience journey map helps 
focusing target customer group. By 
comparing the differences and similarities 
among different customer groups, the 
target customer group of the tailoring shop 
can be selected or the new customer 
group can be explored. 

It is important to create effective communication approaches for 
employees.

What is the High-quality Customer Service?
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In the process of selection and purchasing the finished products or 
services stages, which are composed by 3 core elements : 

．Contact Points
Contact points refer to any moments between customers 
and tailor shops during the process that  including before 
purchasing, during purchasing and after purchasing. 
Every detail experienced by customers is contact point. 

The tailor’s shops aim to make customers satisfied with 
each contact point.

The common contact points include :
Before purchasing
- Effectiveness of advertising (including 
  advertising on newspaper, magazine, 
  online and social media) 
- Existence online: websites attraction, 
  updating and easy to use 
- References, comments and
  word-of-mouth

During purchasing
- Attraction of the sale point: Clean environment, comfortable atmosphere, simple and clean 
  display 
- Behaviors of sales personnel: Greetings, smiles, friendly and willingness to assist

After purchasing
- After-sale service
- Maintain a long-term contact with 
  customers
- Informing customers of cloth materials or 
  product updates 
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Contact
Point

Sweet
Spot

Pain
Spot

Section Three : Elements of Customer Experience Journey

What is the High-quality Customer Service?
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．Sweet Spots
Sweet spots refer to the positive feelings 
brought by the customer experience that 
meet or exceed customers’ expectations 
during the process of selection which 
encourage them to visit the tailor’s shop 
again for products and services.

Sweet spots can be the moment that 
customers try on their favorite clothing 
securely served by an intimate and 

warm-hearted server who is ready to provide immediate responses and suggestions in the 
tailoring shop.

．Pain Spots
Pain spots refer to the unpleasant or uncomfortable moment experienced by customers during 
the process of selection, which will make customers no longer visit this shop again.

The negative feelings will be brought to customers when they experiencing painfulness in the 
shop. Customers link these pain spots in their mind with the shop. They will not repurchase the 
finished products and services from this shop to avoid any losses. Whenever pain spots 
occurred, shops should which fixing the issue immediately.

The pain spots of tailor shop refer to the disorder and unsystematic display of products, which 
makes customers lose the desire purchasing and not willing to visit this shop again.

Three Core Relationships
In analyzing the customer experience journey, the sweet spots shall play a positive role in 
improving the customer's impression of services while preventing the pain spots from 
reappearing. In this way, customer satisfaction with the service will reach the highest 
point, and even can obtain an unexpected positive effect.

What is the High-quality Customer Service?
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The process of creating the customer experience journey map is divided into three steps : 

Step One : Defining each service stages in details 
The customer service process of the tailoring shop can be roughly divided into the following 
seven basic stages :
1 Attracting customers to visit the shop
2 Reception and assistance 
3 Suggestions on products/sales 
4 Transactions
5 Leaving
6 Delivery services 
7 After-sale services

Step Two : Listing out all contact points
After defining the customer service process, 
all contact points can be listed in details according to each process. 
After listing out the contact points between the tailoring 
shop and customers, the service level can be set 
for contact points, such as listing out the required 
behaviors and hardware 
supporting of colleagues.
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Section Four : Creating Methods of Customer Experience Journey Map

What is the High-quality Customer Service?
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Under each contact points, the emotion changes of customers can be observed in details, and 
the expectations of customers can be analyzed. The emotion changes of customers can be 
divided into the following points:
Happy Face: Exceeding customer expectations 
Neutral Face: Meeting customer expectations 
Dissatisfied Face: Failing to meet customer expectations 

Step Three : Finding the sweet spots and pain spots
Within the whole customer experience journey map, sweet spots and pain spots are the two 
most critical elements and are most worthy for tailoring shop to put resources to study, which 
will directly affect the image and business of the tailoring shop.

Firstly, each contact points should be examined from the customer perspective, then the sweet 
spots that exceed the customer expectation and the pain spots that upset customers can be 
found.

In addition to knowing the sweet and pain spots of customers through the feedbacks by 
front-line employees, comprehensive customer opinions and ideas can be collected by 
observing the reaction of customers during the process of contacting with front-line 
employees, and conducting customer questionnaire surveys.

Through the above three steps, a customer experience journey map which is suitable for the 
tailoring shop can be created, so as to give play to the sweet spots, improve the pain spots 
and boost the image of the tailoring shop. 
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1. Setting clear goals
The tailoring shop must set a clear goal before making a journey map. With a clear goal, the 
direction of designing the journey map can be cleared, and the potential problems related to 
the goal can be found easily.

2. Lay out the designing from the perspective of customers
Only by breaking the thinking of self-feeling good mindset, the tailoring shop can discover the 
customers’ pain spots that were easily ignored in the past through the journey map.

3. Resonating with the thoughts of customer experience
All front-line employees shall also resonate with the thoughts of “customer experience” to 
improve the journey map.

Therefore, before implementing the solution of journey map, the thoughts of customer 
experience shall be delivered to every department of the tailor’s shop, so that all employees 
can making contributions to the customer, getting identify of their work, and take the initiative 
to apply the thoughts of customer experience down to day-to-day business. 
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Section Five : Key Points to Creat Customer Experience Journey Map

What is the High-quality Customer Service?
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What is the High-quality Customer Service?
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Tips for creating the customer experience journey map
Before creating the customer experience journey map, the following questions shall be 
considered :
1. Who is the customer group?
Clearly define the customer group within customer experience journey map 

2. Defining the event tasks
What events will occur during the journey? 

3. Interactions between customers and contact points 
Under different situations, what are the contact points and the sequence of contact points? 

4. Ideas by customers 
For each customer behaviors, what are the pain spots and sweet spots? 

5. Customer's mood
What are the customer’s moods for each behavior? 



Experience journey map of tailor’s shop
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Main customer group 
of the tailor's shop

Office workers and 
professionals such as 
lawyers, accountants 

and bankers

Overseas visitors

Contact Points

Sweet Spots

Pain Spots

Window Display

Stylish and 
attractive

Dilapidated, old 
and not elegant

Shop Lighting

Bright and soft

Dim  

Shop Display

Thoughtful and 
orderly

In a terrible mess

Advertising Online 
and Social Media

Attractive and 
informative

Ordinary design 
and lack of 
information

Service Process

1. Attracting customers to visit the shop

What is the High-quality Customer Service?
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Contact Points

Sweet Spots

Pain Spots

Attitude of Sales

．Warm greeting and 
   reception by sales

．Friendly expression with 
   eyes contact and smiles

．Moderate voice and 
   tone

．Indifferent reception of 
   salesclerk

．Unfriendly expression 
   in eyes and attitude

．Deep, gruff or weak 
   voice and tone

．Provide initiative assistance to customers

．Clear gestures and instructions and lead customers to 
   the right place on one’s own initiative

．Provide customers with warm and appropriate 
   suggestions.

．Be familiar with the product of origin

．Characteristics of cloth materials and displays of 
   samples location

．Ignore customers

．Unclear gestures and instructions and fail to lead 
   customers to the right place

．Fail to provide customers with appropriate suggestions, 
   criticize customer body shape, style and selections.  
   Unfamiliar with the product of origin, characteristics of 
   fabrics and samples display

Sales suggestion and Assistance

2. Reception and Assistance

   

What is the High-quality Customer Service?
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Contact Points

Sweet Spots

Pain Spots

Product suggestions

．Sales clearly know customer needs

．Recommend suitable styles, cutting and materials 
   to customers according to their style/requirements 
   and budget 

．Sales are familiar with the brand and finished 
   products 

．Salesclerks fail to know customer needs 

．Fail to recommend suitable finished products to 
   customers 

．Salesclerks are not familiar with the brand and 
   finished products 

．Clearly explain product 
   specifications, pricing and 
   associated discounts 

．Fail to clearly explain or 
   exaggeratedly the product 
   specification, pricing and 
   discounts to customers 

Sales method

3. Suggestions on Products/Sales

What is the High-quality Customer Service?
O

ne
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igh-quality C
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Contact Points

Sweet Spots

Pain Spots

Simple and 
clear receipt

Too simple or 
complicated 
and unclear 
receipt

Accurate 
transaction and 
payment process

Transaction and 
payment process 
with a lot of 
mistakes

Reasonable transaction 
and payment time

Long transaction and 
payment time; 
customers need to wait 
without notification

Be able to provide 
customers with 
different payment 
methods

Lack of payment 
flexibility 

The process of transaction and payment

4. Transaction

   



Contact Points

Sweet Spots

Pain Spots

Provide free 
service of product 
correction

No correction 
service or unfair 
correction service

Follow up with 
customer’s comments 
on finished product 
regularly

Fail to follow up 
customers comments 
on finished product

Regular 
communication 
with customers

Lack of 
communication 
with consumers

Regularly informing 
customers 
regrading new and 
suitable products

No follow ups

The process of providing the after-sales service

7. After sales Service

   

Contact Points

Sweet Spots

Pain Spots

The process when customers leaving the tailor’s shop

Sales escort customer leaving

Salesclerks pay no attention to 
the leaving of customers 

Salesclerks sincerely express thankful and farewell messages

Salesclerks ignore the leaving of customers 

5. Leaving

Contact Points

Sweet Spots

Pain Spots

The process that the tailor’s shops deliver to customers

Speedy deliver 
the finished 
products to 
customers 

Unable to 
make speedy 
delivery the 
finished 
products to 
customers

Deliver the 
correct 
finished 
products to 
the customers

Deliver wrong 
products to 
customers

Customers can 
pick up the 
products in 
store within the 
office hours 

Limited 
customers store 
pick-up time

Provide a place 
for customers to 
try on when they 
come to pick up 
the products 

Can’t confirmed 
deliver the right 
product 

Delicate 
packaging of 
finished 
products 

Poor 
packaging

6. delivery service (including mail and picking the products in store)
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Whenever customer is not satisfied with the finished product, there are two possible outcomes. 
Neither he will not visit again nor complains to the shop. Certainly, tailoring shop does not 
want to receive complaint. Actually, customer willingness to file complaint can provide tailoring 
shop an opportunity to solve the customer dissatisfaction and improve services. However, 
customer chooses not to visit the shop, then an old customer will be lost. Furthermore, if the 
customer spreads his dissatisfaction in different ways and through media, a permanent 
damage will be caused to the business reputation. Therefore, it is better to take customer’s 
direct complaint as a piece of present.

16

How to Handle Customer Complaints Properly and Effectively
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When a customer is not satisfied with the finished product or service, usually there are two 
outcomes. If the customer refuses to visit the shop again, tailoring shop gets no opportunity 
to know and resolve the customer’s dissatisfaction. If customer chooses to complain, at 
least a willingness for communication and provide an opportunity for the tailoring shop to 
rebuild customer's confidence and make visit again. Although no tailoring shop wants to 
receive negative feedback, direct complaints from customer is certainly a gift to the 
tailoring shop. 

Benefits of effectively handling customer complaints including : 
．The fastest and most effective way to reflect the deficiency of tailoring shop.
．Customer complaint represents an opportunity for tailoring shop to provide the addition 
   service which can turn the dissatisfaction into satisfaction.
．Customer complaint is a good opportunity to strengthen customer loyalty.
．Reduction of complaint rate can greatly improve the overall morale, shop image and 
   public reputation.

How to Handle Customer Complaints Properly and Effectively

Section One : Benefits of Effectively Handling Customer Complaints
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Customer complaints and dissatisfaction are not horrible; however, the most horrible situation 
is that tailoring shop didn’t realize offending customer and failed to immediately tackle 
problem. The end result would generate permanent negative effect. Only if capture the 
following principles can turn jeopardy into opportunity. 

1. Show empathy, carefully listening and understanding the anxiety of customers
Customer wants to express thoughts when encounter unhappy situation. At this stage, all 
tailoring shop needs to do is listening to customer, eliminate negative emotional contents and 
capture the core thoughts. Be sure not to interrupt customer message, rush to react or haste 
respond with an impatient tone will make customer feeling disrespectful. 

2. Express understanding, sympathy and apology 
Tailoring shop should get the feeling from customer’s perspective, show understanding of the 
customer's complaint. Using appropriate words to comfort the customer, such as "thank you for 
telling me about it", “I fully understand how you feel”, “we are very sorry and thank you for 
providing valuable opinions” and so on to show respective. 

3. Show sincerity of immediate problem solving
Before taking remedial action, tailoring shop should get 
customer consent of settlement politely so that to end 
customer discontent emotion. 

Furthermore, tailoring shop should react actively and 
quickly resolve relevant complaint as soon as possible. 
The long the time to react will further upset customer and 
make the issue harder to resolve. The best timing to solve 
the issue should be at the spot. If the complaint fails to 
settle at the same day, it is better be actively informed of 
progress and the expected date of settlement. 
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Section Two : Principles for Handling Customer Complaints
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4. Appreciation of customer’s critical opinions 
Actually, customer wishes tailor shop understanding his situation and opinions can be 
accepted so that shop can provide a better service in the future. Every piece of valuable 
opinion from customers can make tailor shop serves better. Tailor shop must appreciate 
customer complaints. Apology is no way better than appreciation. Giving customer 
sincerest appreciation will deepen the satisfaction by customer. 

5. Avoid making same mistakes 
After handling customer complaints, tailor shop must analyze complaint in details of 
customers. Whether the issue is caused by customer or tailor shop production or service 
issue. If the issue is caused by tailor shop, a review should be given in order to avoid 
making the same mistakes again. 

Customer complaints will be encountered by every tailoring shop, which is a way for 
customer to express satisfaction regarding the finished products and services. Nonetheless, 
customer complaints are valuable, which make tailor’s shop review itself.

How to Handle Customer Complaints Properly and Effectively
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    Tips
When customers file a complaint, they may add personal ideas or emotional comments. Actually, most 
customers do not want tangible compensation; instead, try to express their dissatisfaction. Under such 
situation, salesclerk should listen and catch the main intention of customers in order to get a better way to 
resolve the complaint. 

Listening carefully

Empathy

Knowing the details

Proactive

Can handle 
everything

Appreciation

Six secrets for 
handling 

customer complaints

Section Three : Guidelines for Handling Customer Complaints

How to Handle Customer Complaints Properly and Effectively
Tw
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Listen carefully

Positive Response
．Gentle smile, direct eye contact, set aside 
   current task and listen to customer complaints
．Stay calm
．Do not avoid or refuse customer complaints
．Don't interrupt the customer's expression
．No discussion, dispute and personal 
   opinion
．Listen carefully for every details and 
   summarize conclusion

Negative Response
．Frown, out of focus and impatient look 
．Dispute with customer, emotional discussion 
   and cause rage
．Irresponsive
．Refuse customers directly or interrupting 
   discussion 
．Look for excuses



Empathy 
Positive Response
．Customer complaints acceptance with 
   empathy
．Provide empathy to claim down customers' 
   emotion
．Try to understand from customer's 
   perspective
．Show understanding of customer reaction 
．Carefully record the complaint in details 

Negative Response
．Disregard customer
．Disrespect customers
．Making argument and creating contradiction 
．No recording of complaint in details 

    Tips
In terms of handling customer's complaint, salesclerk should look into customer perspective and try to 
understand and accept the customer's complaint with an open mind. This is the only way to solve the 
contradiction and have customer complaint settled. 

Knowing the details

Positive Response
．Understand the core issues and focus on 
   focal points 
．Confirm customer issues by repeating the 
   focal points
．Agree the answer with customer
．Show understanding of customer reaction 
．Carefully record the complaint in details 

Negative Response
．Questions without focus
．Repeating the same question
．Pass along the case to others 
．Question related to customer privacy

    Tips
Handling complaint, salesclerks should plan questions carefully, understand the purpose and motive 
of customer complaint. 
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Proactive
Positive Response
．Be proactive, stay firm with own standpoint
．Understand customer request and negotiate 
．Indicate authority to make settlement
．Quickly execute agreed settlement with 
   customer 
．Carry the principle of “Customer First”  

Negative Response
．Loss ground, totally agree with customer 
   settlement
．Start the negotiation within fully understand 
   customer request
．Stand firm with personal opinions
．Fail to execute agreed settlement with 
   customer

    Tips
The tailoring shop should treat negotiation with customers as the most important part of the complaint 
process. During the negotiation, the salesclerk should be proactively protecting the benefits of the tailoring 
shop; meanwhile, show the sincerity and confidence of making settlement with customer.

Positive Response   
．Analyze issue in details, and settle the    
   complaint according to the situation 
．Fair settlement
．In case, beyond authorization, make 
   explanation to customer and immediately 
   report to superior  
．Make a quick settlement if shop own the 
   responsibility 
．In case, can’t settle the complaint, file the 
   complaint in details, record customer contacts 
   and commit a quick responsive answer

Negative Response
．lack of flexibility and completely handle the 
   complaints according to the company policy
．Blindly satisfy customer request by given 
   unreasonable commitment 
．In case, beyond authorization, Fail to make 
   superior report
．Irresponsive Handle customer complaint 

    Tips
The tailor shop must handle the customer complaints effectively. As long as the complaint can settled 
properly, customer will keep visiting the tailor shop. However, any irresponsive settlement, will occur 
customer dissatisfaction and discontinue future business. Furthermore, filing complaint to third party, 
which will affect the tailor shop reputation.

22

Can handle everthing

How to Handle Customer Complaints Properly and Effectively
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Appreciation
Positive Response
．Be Honest
．Sincerely appreciate customer criticism 
．Apologize sincerely
．Commit future improvement

Negative Response
．Haste reponse
．Apologize reluctantly
．Volubly appreciation
．Fail to submit improvement

    Tips
Disregard responsibility, the salesclerk should apologize sincerely to customer in order to show respect. 
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The correct handling of customer complaints will bring a great opportunity.
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What is a successful salesman? Just with a smile and waving customer who just swiped the 
card and bought a lot of finished products? Successful salesman should focus on maintaining 
a good and long-term relationship. Tailoring shop must put efforts on maintaining a good and 
long-term relationship with customers in order to expand the business sales. 

1. Forming a habit of psychological dependence 
Any questions raised by customers must be treated seriously and answered with reasonable 
reasons. During the sales process, tailoring shop should provide meticulous detail services, so 
that customers forming a psychological habit of dependence on the tailoring shop.
 
2. Show sincerity of maintaining a long-term relationship 
To maintain a good and long-term relationship with customers, tailoring shop treats customers 
as allies. The tailoring shop must show sincerity of maintaining a long-term relationship. Once 
customers accepting you are trustworthy; naturally, a longer-term relationship can be built. 

3. Being willing to give and take 
In order to gain an excellent business performance, the tailoring shop is not only focusing on 
the short-term benefits, but also be willing to accept short-term losses for longer-term benefits. 
The tailoring shop needs providing 
benefits in order to gain the trust 
and good impression to customers. 
Once the relationship becomes 
solid, a long-term relationship will 
be built.
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4. Starting well and ending well 
There is no ending for sales. A good 
beginning of successful cooperation will 
create the opportunity for future cooperation 
again. The tailoring shop should make every 
transaction perfectly closed. Customers 
receive their required finished products or 
services. Thus, a long-term relationship 
between the tailoring shop and customers will 
be built.

5. Following-up 
Competition is fierce in tailoring and having 
customers does not mean that tailoring shop 
is having a secured business. Customers may 
change their mind any time and may switch 
to another tailoring shop. Therefore, the 
tailoring shop needs to follow up customers 
suggestions regularly regarding shop’s 
production. Whether there are any issues 
with the production that need to focus on from 
time to time. Or, there are additional 
matching needed to pay attention.
 
While providing good sales service of finished 
production, regular customer greeting is 
needed. Customers will get your sincerity and 
return a longer-term support of your business. 
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For more details of the scheme, you can visit the following website:
http://www.discoverhongkong.com/tc/plan-your-trip/qts-scheme/
index.jsp

Indicators of High-quality Service
Four
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Each person has a different definition of so-called quality 
service. Therefore, it is better to set a clear benchmark in order 
to provide clear direction for the bespoke tailoring industry in 
Hong Kong to follow the reference. 

The "Quality Tourism Services" implemented by the Hong Kong 
Tourism Board is a service certification scheme. The service 
provided by the applicants must meet the standard requirement 
of "Quality Tourism Services" scheme, so that the applicants can 
be certified as "Quality Tourism Services" merchants. 

The "Quality Tourism Services" scheme provides a list of reference accreditation criteria 
compiled by professional consultants to set the guidelines for the recognized quality merchants 
in Hong Kong retail industry and helping the retail industry continuously improve its service 
quality. 

The accreditation criteria for the "Quality Tourism Services" scheme provides a "status map" for 
the applicants, which is presented in the form of a list of projects. List details can be found in 
the "Quality Tourism Services" scheme accreditation criteria list on the next page. The five 
contributing factors of shop environment, product, sales process, staff and operation system 
are the key to obtaining good evaluation and satisfaction from customers and tourists. Each 
contributing factor is subdivided into multiple evaluation elements and sets the highest score. 
The applicant can use this list of accreditation criteria to understand its strengths and 
weaknesses, so as to take advantage of their strengths, and improve their shortcomings 
through long-term or short-range strategies.
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Online shops and online shopping have become more and more popular in recent years, and 
many people's shopping habits have been changed accordingly, which has brought a great 
impact on traditional tailoring shops. The traditional bespoke tailoring industry has to face the 
pressure of rising rents and operating costs, and the SMEs challenges are self-evident. It is the 
most important part of the bespoke tailoring industry to enhance the operational efficiency and 
quality of the shop, in order to maintain a competitive edge in the market. The main contents 
of shop operation including : shop environment and design, display mode, delivery service of 
production, handling and amendment of finished production, prevention of theft, so as to 
ensure the effective operation of shops and meet customer expectations and needs. 

What is operation management?
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1. Shop Environment and Design
．Shop environment should focus on cleanliness and good maintenance.
Employees should be taught the concept of regulation and self-discipline, so that they 
understand the importance of maintaining a clean and hygienic retail environment for the 
image and business of the tailoring shop. Maintaining a smooth and clean corridor will help 
attract customers and create a good shopping atmosphere, stimulate consumer desire, and 
enable customers to choose products without a sense of pressure.

．The overall design of shops can bring unique service experience to customers.
In the short term, the environment and atmosphere can attract and stimulate customers 
desire; and in the long term, it will 
help to establish long-term and closer 
relationships with customers, and 
make it a habit for customers to shop. 

Shop design needs to be integrated 
into marketing, consumer psychology, 
interior design and other specialized 
knowledge. The shop design needs to 
develop a theme for target customers, 
and use space, environment and other 
elements to create a unique shopping 
atmosphere in different customer 
contact points, so as to stimulate 
consumer desire. 

Shop color design, lighting, background music, odor and other factors may affect the 
customer's senses to create a cordial, harmonious, bright, comfortable shopping environment. 
In-store lighting should be mastered the characteristics of brighter far light, softer front light. The 
selection of the shop background music and scent should combine the characteristics of the 
shop and the customers to form a unique style and provide customers with a comfortable 
environment. 
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Section One : Guidelines for Industry Operation Management
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．Attractive Window Decoration
Window design is the soul of the shop. A successful 
window decoration can reflect the brand's personality 
and style, it is more likely to enhance the customer's 
confidence in tailoring crafts, and advertising. It is 
especially important for clothing brands. A 
well-decorated window can attract pedestrians in 
just a few seconds and convince customers to visit 
the shop. The net effect of window decoration is 
more convincing and realistic than advertising of 
television and graphic media. 

There are a series of factors of considerations for tailoring 
shop window decoration such as the most fashionable 
and popular finished production in tailoring market, the 
interactive relationship between evaluation design 
solution and business turnover, the time needed to renew 
the window decoration, the cost and safety measures of 
wiring, lighting, placement and so on.

Attractive window design is the soul pen of the shop.
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2. Display setup 
．Display setup of products needs to be conscious and pretty.
Generally speaking, there should not be too many ready-made clothing in the tailor shop for 
display. On the other hand, product display will directly affect the customer's shopping desire, 
the tailor shop needs to spend a little thought on the display. Under the principle of convenient 
for customers' reference and selections. The cloth must displayed orderly in a specific way and 
convenient for customers to find suitable designs.
 
Tailoring shops can also use cross-selling methods to place ties or other accessories next to their 
shirts, which can attract customers to inadvertently purchase some extra products and stimulate 
customers' shopping desire. 

In addition, the display of the clothing should be aesthetic, and the display area should keep 
clean. The dust-prone cloth should not be placed on the display rack, which will affect the 
product exhibition. Display shelves inside the shop should be regularly cleaned.
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To use cross-selling methods to place ties or other accessories next to their shirts, which can stimulate customers' shopping desire.
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．Easy exhibition and selectivity of 
    display 
The tailoring shop should take into 
account the easy exhibition of the 
products, so that employees and 
customers can clearly spot where 
the product is placed for purchase. 
Tailoring shop can be divided into 
different series of products to 
display, so as to shorten the time of 
product selection. For example, 
seasonal products are placed in 
the same display area, and related 
products are displayed together for 
centralized sales.
 
．Safety of display
The tailoring shop should pay 
attention to the safety of the 
product display to ensure the  

stability of the product on the display shelves, and will not fall easily, so as to avoid 
accidentally injuring the customers or the employees. 

3. Delivery service of finished products
At present, the tailoring shop common practice of delivery is having customers either 
collect clothes at the shop or mailing clothes to customers. For the latter, the tailoring 
shop should establish a clear delivery procedures and guidelines, so that all the products 
deliver to the customers destination properly and on time. The tailoring shop should 
group customer products in order with attaching clear customer information labels and 
guidance for subsequent transportation process. Moreover, the tailoring shop must verify 
the delivery of the products, the timetable and the delivery time correctly before mailing 
the products, so as to avoid mistakes and damage the customer's impression of the 
tailoring shop. 

What is operation management?
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4. Handling and amendment of finished products
The tailoring shop should properly handle the customer's amendments of the finished 
product for various reasons, and be able to make the customer's satisfaction while making 
the amendments. When the tailoring shop receives a customer's request to amend the 
finished product, it should first check the status of the finished product and the details of 
the amendments. Then, the employee is required to submit accurate information to the 
amended tailor. The corresponding employees are required to update the relevant 
production data within the system as soon as possible. Whenever the finished product is 
passing over to the workshop or dedicated tailor, it should attached with clear labels and 
instruction. 

5. Prevention of theft
The tailoring shop should well equipped and effectively prevent theft inside tailoring shop 
in order to protect the shop interest. 

For example, the anti-theft label is attached to the 
finished products, and the anti-theft equipment (video 
camera) is used to monitor whether the property in the 
store is safe. In addition, employees can pay attention 
to individual suspicious individuals without hindering 
customers. 
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In order to attract customers' attention, the first step is to understand yourself, take advantage 
of the opportunity exert one's strength, use the "SWOT analysis" to measure market and 
self-study analysis, so as to thoroughly understand the market situation of the bespoke tailoring 
industry and its own strengths and weaknesses, and making appropriate adjustments. 

By evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of tailoring shop, opportunities and threats in 
competitive markets, you can understand your strengths can capture new opportunities in the 
market and prepare the market threats.

Step of SWOT Analysis
Step 1 : Goal setting
Goal setting is the first step in SWOT analysis. Understanding what customers wanted and 
what are the expectation achievement. After goal setting, the subsequent analysis can be 
smooth. 

Step 2 : Listing of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of tailoring shop
Listing out strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats, the more comprehensive and more 
clear the better, exhibit with examples, as a supplementary verification. 

Short-term
Goal

Medium-term
Goal

Long-term
Goal

Tools for Operation Management

Section One : SWOT Analysis
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Positive factors Negative factors

in
te

rio
r

ex
te

rio
r

Strengths
Be good at using

Weaknesses
Efforts to improve

Market
Opportunities
Enterprising and

facilitating

Market
Threats

Fight against

SWOT Analysis of tailoring industry 
in Hong Kong
Strengths
．Setup reputation 
．Highly skillful tailoring
．Convenient geographical location
．Connection of new trend and technology
．Cost effectiveness: materials, labor 

Weaknesses
．A Lack of new generation for production
．A Lack of high quality skilled labor 
．Poor information technology skill 
．The industry operates under 
   an old fashion way 
．Operate as family business 
．Traditional craftmanship system, lack of systematic 
   education system which make it difficult to pass on skill set
．Lower threshold entering the industry

Market Opportunities
．China's labour market is favorable for production
．Tailored skill is being emphasized
．New comers bringing in new production methods 

Market Threats 
．Reputation of bespoke tailoring industry in Hong Kong is not as good as before. 
．Consumers got more choices
．Clothing brands can provide tailoring services
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Step 3 : Strategy setup 
Before tailoring shop setup a strategy, there are conditions for consideration :
in terms of strengths, new strategies can play role in enhancing the lead, make good use of 
strength and creating new advantages.
．Enhancing the lead : Tailoring shop with the advantage should think of ways to maintain
   the lead with a safely gap between competitors.
．Make good use of the advantages : extended the advantages into other related areas.
．Create new strengths : Create new strengths and enhancing tailoring shop value.

Tailoring shop is under disadvantages in some respects, may consider searching alternatives, 
neutralize weaknesses, cooperate other complements reducing weakness impacts.
．Search alternatives : Look for other ways as an alternative replacement for those limited 
   resources area.
．Neutralize weaknesses: turn disadvantages into less impact conditions 
．Cooperate complementarily : through complementary cooperation with other tailoring 
   shops, the alliance can get complementary resources. 
．Reducing weaknesses : learning from case study can improve weakness

Based on market opportunities, tailoring shop should discover and grasp opportunities earlier 
than other competitors, fully utilize self-advantages to grasp new opportunities.
．Discover and grasp opportunities earlier than competitors : ability to exploit market 
   opportunities before other competitors in order to gain benefits.
．Make fully utilize self-advantages to grasp new opportunities : Tailoring shop constantly 
   evaluate its own strengths, whenever new opportunities created, it can seize those 
   opportunities and creating benefits. 

Under market threats, tailoring shop can avoid threats, take risk-off measures to avoid 
unfavorable developments.
．Avoid threats: stay away directly from disadvantageous.
．Take risk-off measures 

Tools for Operation Management
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Section Two : Flowchart Analysis

Tools for Operation Management
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A flowchart is a tool using for recording every single step involved within a particular process. 
Flowchart can be used as diagnostic tools to assist decision-making and let managers know 
where the tailoring shop is having issues and plan for right solutions. 

Method of creating flowchart 
The whole creation of flowchart can be divided into three stages. 

Stage 1 : Preparation stage
This stage includes picking subjects and data collection.
Picking subjects Determines the flow chart process and flowchart type.
Data collection Collecting related information.

Stage 2 : Identification stage
This stage includes confirming the target, confirming department, confirming starting and 
ending points, confirming the input/output.
Confirming target Clear flowchart design, or enhanced target. 
Confirming department Identify all departments or positions involved within the process.
Confirming starting and ending points locating the starting and ending points. 
Confirming input/output Identify input/output data at each nodes, determine input and output 
data types.
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Stage 3 : Creating stage
This stage includes creating a draft, adding exhibits, modification and verification, and finalize 
flowchart. 
Drafting Start up the flowchart, fill in corresponding exhibits.
Adding exhibits Easy reading and understanding flowchart contents.
Modification and verification Repeatedly collecting inquiring, comments between parties, 
modifying and eliminating all possible errors.
The flowchart finalization After numinous collecting data and comments from different parties, 
under the final approval by relevant managers, a flowchart is finalized. 

The flowchart can set as a tool helping users effectively analyze and solve problems. Therefore, 
the flowchart is tailor-made for its own style and purpose. 
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Flowchart Symbol Description Table

Symbol

Start

Process

Decision

End

Path

Document

Predefined Process

Connector

Comment

Beginning of the flow

Processing stage

Decision making

Ending of the flow

Path direction

Input/Output of data

Predefined stage

Logical connections

Additional notes

DescriptionsLabels
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Reminders for Flowchart Creation 
．Flowchart constructed with main logical nodes and supplement annotation. Within each 
   logical nodes, it is better to add more descriptions and keywords; supplement annotation 
   with simplified notes limited under two lines only. 
．The chart flow in the order from top to bottom, left to right.
．The structure of the flowchart should be completed, in addition to tabular graphics, an 
   accurate title, author, date, descriptions, page numbers and codes.
．Easy reading. 
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Bespoke Tailoring Shop General Flowchart

Accept orders from customers

Measure the body for the customer

Are customers satisfied with 
the measurement data?

Are customers satisfied with 
the choices?

Delivery of finished products

Discuss with customers about changes 
in measurement data

Discuss with customers about changes 
in design and shell fabric

Understand customers' opinions 
on suit pattern

Modify semi-finished mould 
for customers

Choose style design and shell fabric

Choose structural design
and accessories

Set up a suit fitting mould

Customer fitting

Are customers satisfied with 
the suit fitting mould?

Customer determined to the 
fitting mould

Customer fitting semi-finished mould 

Are customers satisfied with the
semi-finished mould ?

Produce tailored suit

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Tools for Operation Management

Section Three : Brainstorming
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Brainstorming method, also known as brain storm, is one of the most common tools for 
operation management to help innovate ideas. Its basic concept is to stimulate each others to 
create different ideas by extending logic and breaking the boundaries from past experiences, 
in order to achieve innovative ideas. 

Brainstorming method can be done by one person or a group of team members. Participants 
are freely expressing ideas related to the topic. By collecting ideas, a new idea or method can 
be stimulated. Finally, reorganize ideas and views for new integration. During the process, 
other participants should not interrupt and criticize, the main purpose is generating different 
new ideas and problem-solving methods to achieve innovative thinking.

Brainstorming tips 
．Deferred Comment
No matter how wild the idea is, please don't rush to interrupt and criticize, because 
interesting ideas may never been considered before. A rush to comment will only limited 
the participants' thoughts. Participants should focus on putting efforts on proposing ideas, 
expanding assumptions, and leaving opinions to the critical stage later. 
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．Advocating unique ideas
In order to have more ideas, advocating unique ideas is needed. Ideas may derived from 
different views or negated assumptions. This new way of thinking will bring in better idea. 
During the brainstorming session, participants to have unlimited dream-making. 

．More ideas, the better
Ideas are never too much. The main goal of brainstorming is to gather different people 
power and collecting as many ideas quickly within a short of time. 

．Avoid off-topic
Ultimate goal is problem solving. Dropping the 
purpose once the discussion is off topic.

．Focus on single topic, one participant at a time
Avoiding confusions, discussion focusing on single 
topic at a time, respect participant expression. 
Whoever expressing idea, the rest should stop 
interrupting. 

．Visualization of Ideas
People may got stimuli from different channels. 
Listening is the main channel within group discussion. 
Moreover, visualization is better help for human 
brain to analysis and thinking, thus gaining new 
inspiration and facilitating discussion. 

Tools for Operation Management
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Stepping into CUFFS, the eye-catching store decoration is different from traditional 
tailoring shop. You may wonder staying in a fashion shop or a tailoring shop? 

An Engineer joining the tailoring industry to "modernize" suits tailoring 
The founder of CUFFS, Ian Fong , is changing people’s view that suits tailoring is no 
longer a patent by older generation; instead, a trendy by new generation. Ever since 
Ian still a college student, wished to start up a business. After his graduations, he came 
back Hong Kong as a marketing promoter for a coffee chain store, hoped to gain 
entrepreneurial experience. Because catering industry in Hong Kong is tough, a high 
rental cost with low coffee profit margins. Although Ian owned a business startup mind, 
with no directional path; he started looking for inspiration from his daily life; finally, 
decided to join the bespoke tailoring industry.

Old Industry, New Ideas
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Ian got a wide shoulders, most of the American and European brands could not fit his 
stature. he decided to get fist piece of tailor suit in his life time. "I don't know which tailor 
shop is better, just pick a tailor shop in Wan Chai." He said. The tailored suits, though 
perfectly fit, was not the style he wanted most. During the measurement process, tailor 
showed him over a thousand samples with the various fabric but limited patterns. He was 
just a newbie at that time, was confused. Finally, tailor picked the selection for him. After 
such experience, Ian felt that Hong Kong's tailoring industry got a "value". A matter of 
how to adapt the traditional skill for the current trend, changing the youngsters tailor 
industry mindset from "classic", "expensive" and not part of their life.

Put new ideas into an old industry
Ian said: "Maybe I studied engineering, I like things with 
clear and systemic steps." He was inspired by the coffee 
shop's menu. He designed a (suit bar and shirt bar) menu 
for CUFFS in order to simplify the tailoring process. Shirt 
Bar and Suit Bar clearly exhibited the entire process of 
tailoring. Customers followed the "menu" instructions to pick 
fabrics, collars, sleeves, buttons, fly with final body 
measurement. A suit can be accomplished. 

Establish a brand's "soul" 
Ian pointed out that a clear positioning was very important for tailoring shop, which is 
the "soul" of tailoring shop. "It's like a restaurant. It’s a failure, in 30 seconds, customer 
still doesn’t know the restaurant is serving Chinese, Western or other dishes." Therefore, 
it is necessary to clearly define the position of the tailoring shop and what is unique for 
the tailoring shop to attract customers. With additional, including the shop's decoration 
design, finished product design and promotion are centered on positioning. The position 
of CUFFS is to focus on youngster market, offering stylish and trendy products. CUFFS 
has done a lot of marketing activities in recent years, cooperating with GOD crossover 
and K-11 setting up pop up stores. Positioning CUFFS as a fashionable brand.
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Successful Transforming due to unwillingness to Be Invariable
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Paul Lee, the founder of the Tai Pan Tailor, joined the industry for nearly half of a century, gone 
through all the changes of the Hong Kong bespoke tailoring industry. Although the rise of online 
shopping and fast-food fashion impacting business environment of the bespoke tailoring 
industry, Tai Pan Tailor stands firm, and set up a second line brand also. 

Business environment is very different.
Paul started Tai Pan Tailor in 1978. He said that the business environment at that year was 
much better than nowadays. There were fewer options for customers at that time. At that time, 
there were fewer options for customers, either expensive famous imported brand, or lower 
price dressing; fewer mid-range clothings. Customers had to tailor-made their suits. Moreover, 
rental and operating costs were relatively cheaper. Paul enjoyed the tailoring business in those 
years. However, there were more selections today, with the rise of online store and fast 
fashion, most people dropped tailoring, nor paid attention to tailor-made suits. High operating 
costs and costs of living, the tailor-made suit inevitably had to adjust that make it difficult to 
compete directly with online store and fast fashion.



Self Changing to match with the business environment 
Living under business environment changes, Tai Pan Tailor refused immutable; instead,  seeking 
new changes. Paul said that in old days, customer profiles and order details were recorded 
manually. As time changes, it was important to organize customer databases systemically. 
Bespoke tailoring industry used to be passive, mostly waiting for loyal customers’ repeat orders. 
With a keen competition by online store and fast fashion situation, Paul said, “We now regularly 
contact our loyal customers, letting them know new arrival of fabrics and designs in order to 
maintain a longer-term relationship with them.”

Create vice-line and open up new markets 
Paul established a second-line brand - Flaneur Tailor, which was mainly aimed for developing 
youngster market segment. Paul believed that Tai Pan Tailor had been established for 20 years. 
Basically, the customers base was matured and mostly were well financed, such as lawyers, 
accountants, doctors, etc., It was difficult to attract younger customers. "Youngster and the 
middle-aged customers are different in their pursuit of tailoring suits. Youngster are more likely 
to pursue styles and pricing rather than fabrics and tailoring. On the contrary, middle-aged 
customers pay more attention to quality, style and pricing is not their 
biggest consideration." Therefore, the finished products in the shop 
would be more focused on the fashion. The boutique culture getting 
popular, In order to cater for the tastes of the youngster, they crossed 
over hair stylist in the shop. Paul revealed that the café element would 
be added later in the store to provide a relaxing environment for 
youngster to “hang-out” and to promote a tailored suit culture. 

Warm-blooded encouraging youngster 
Another reason setting up a second line bard, Paul wished to attract 
youngster to join the bespoke tailoring industry by providing an excellent 
environment for nurturing new generation and adhering to Hong Kong's 
traditional craftmanship. Paul also mentioned that there were youngsters 
who were interested in tailoring business in recent years. The senior 
provided advises to youngster not only to focus on selling themselves, 
but also focus on fundamentals, such as pattern making, shirt structure 
and body measurement. They could effectively communicate with the 
senior master to maintain the quality of finished products.
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As the third-generation heir of 
Hondsyork Limited, Hayman Chan 
decided to take over the ancestral 
industry after graduation from 
university, not only guarding 
the company's "Golden Signature 
Signboard", but also to lead the 
company successfully break out 
from Hong Kong. 

Inherit ancestral industry and 
break out from framework 
An old Idiom saying “Keeping is 

harder than winning” ; Hayman believes  "innovation is even harder". Bespoke tailoring 
industry, as an old industry with a long history, is basically difficult to link with the word 
"changes". Hayman recalled that the first thing he needed to do when he came home after his 
overseas graduation a few years ago, was trying to restore himself down to a place where 
he got all kinds of constraints by an old industry. It is conceivable that great perseverance and 
courage are needed to inherit the family business. Hayman needed to keep the family's 
goodwill while opening up new opportunities and markets for the company. Hayman thinks 
that "it is very limited creativity to draw on painted picture painted by the last two generations. 
The key is to know how to keep the valuable experience to match with modern time." 

Be prepared for danger in times of safety and rushed out of Hong Kong 
Hayman is not satisfied with the status quo, but to extent company's business. During the 
process of business development, he tried to develop B2B (Business to Business), and thus 
found out huge demand of tailoring orders from overseas market. As a result, he started up 
different oversea markets, such as the United States and Australia. With the help of his 
selling skilled learnt during his overseas studies, he collected oversea orders. Taking the 
advantages of Hong Kong's craftmanship and import and export channels, coupled with the 
reasonable and perfect industrial production in Shenzhen, gradually put his B2B business 
on track. Hayman said that he particularly interested in mainland China market. He believes 
that the mainland market is still in its embryonic stage for making suit and has great potential 
for future development. "China is not fully mature with European styled clothing culture.   

Inheriting the Ancestral Industry, Breaking the Framework
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However, in recent years, more and more youngster get to know tailoring suits through different 
channels, perhaps through working channel, or studying abroad. At this stage, domestic 
consumer groups still need some time to cultivate a culture of tailoring suits.” He believed that 
in the near future, the demand for tailoring suits in the Mainland would become bigger. 

Research and development system and perfect tailoring industry 
Many people think that the bespoke tailoring industry was one of the sunset industries; 
however, Hayman thought that the so-called sunset, was just a fail term. For him, the main 
reason for the elimination of the tailoring industry was not the times, but the self-elimination. 
Because in the lack of manpower and high operation cost, the tailor-made suit was forced 
to fight the price war of clothing, and eventually died out of resources. Hayman said, "only 
the transformation then we have the opportunity to turn up, every jeopardy  is another 
opportunity, the key is how to overcome the production bottle neck." In order to plug the 
loopholes in the bespoke tailoring industry, his company developed a system by themselves. 
Hayman explains that the system was similar to the industry's supply chain, designed to 
connect upstream and downstream of bespoke tailoring industry, from retailers to designers 
to SMEs. He hoped that the system would lead the flow of people network, solving the 
artificial loopholes, improve production efficiency, reduce the threshold of business startup 
and break the time and 
space issues. Hayman 
believed that computers could 
operating 24 hours a day, 
and only systems could be 
accurate. Only technology 
could help improving the 
bespoke tailoring industry. 
And he wished that in the 
coming future, the tailoring 
industry would be able to 
integrate with scientific 
research and cooperate big 
data to collect human data, 
so as to improve productivity 
and competitiveness. 
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